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Background: The purpose of this study was to identify which patient and clinical factors are predictive of
adverse local tissue reaction (ALTR) and to use these factors to create a highly sensitive algorithm for
indicating metal artifact reduction sequence magnetic resonance imaging (MARS-MRI) in Articular
Surface Replacement (ASR) XL total hip arthroplasty patients. Our secondary aim was to compare our
algorithm to existing national guidelines on when to take MARS-MRI in metal-on-metal total hip
arthroplasty patients.
Methods: The study consisted of 137 patients treated with unilateral ASR XL implants from a prospective,
multicenter study. Patients underwent MARS-MRI regardless of clinical presentation at a mean of 6.2
(range, 3.3-10.4) years from surgery. Univariate and multivariate analyses were conducted to determine
which variables were predictive of ALTR. Predictors were used to create an algorithm to indicate MARS-
MRI. Finally, we compared our algorithm's ability to detect ALTR to existing guidelines.
Results: We found a visual analog scale pain score �2 (odds ratio [OR] ¼ 2.53; P¼ .023), high blood cobalt
(OR ¼ 1.05; P ¼ .023), and male gender (OR ¼ 2.37; P ¼ .034) to be significant predictors of ALTR presence
in our cohort. The resultant algorithm achieved 86.4% sensitivity and 60.2% specificity in detecting ALTR
within our cohort. Our algorithm had the highest area under the curve and was the only guideline that
was significantly predictive of ALTR (P ¼ .014).
Conclusion: Our algorithm including patient-reported pain and sex-specific cutoffs for blood cobalt levels
could predict ALTR and indicate MARS-MRI in our cohort of ASR XL metal-on-metal patients with high
sensitivity.
Level of Evidence: Level II, diagnostic study.

© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Metal-on-metal (MoM) hip implants have seen a significant
decline in their utilization because of reports of metal
bearingerelated complications and high failure rates [1]. Although
there is a strong consensus that there is no role for large-headed
MoM total hip arthroplasty (THA) in the future, there is an urgent
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need for establishing an accurate and reliable protocol for the
follow-up of the more than 1 million MoM THAs that were
implanted and are still in situ [2]. Adverse local tissue reaction
(ALTR) is a common cause of implant failure leading to revision in
MoM implants [3]. Identification of ALTR is a crucial aspect in
establishing a protocol for the follow-up of patients treated with
MoM THA.

ALTR has a severity spectrum ranging from mild aseptic
lymphocyte-dominated vasculitis-associated lesions to inflamma-
tory lesions with periprosthetic tissue masses (pseudotumors) and
necrosis [4]. Previous literature has demonstrated that ALTR rates
in MoM THAmay be as high as 69% [5]. In addition, ALTR rates have
been shown to be similar between symptomatic and asymptomatic
patients [5e8], which makes diagnosing ALTR more difficult and
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confounds follow-up protocols for MoM THA patients. Metal arti-
fact reduction sequence magnetic resonance imaging (MARS-MRI)
is the gold standard for diagnosing ALTR [3,9]. Currently, there are
no universally accepted guidelines onwhen a patient with an MoM
implant should undergo aMARS-MRI. The availability of MARS-MRI
is often limited and, from a cost perspective, conductingMARS-MRI
on all patients with MoM implants is not feasible.

Our primary objective was to determine which patient de-
mographic and clinical factors are predictive of ALTR in a cohort of
patients treated with MoM THA and use these prognostic vari-
ables to create an effective algorithm to prescreen patients for
MARS-MRI. Our secondary aim was to compare our algorithm to
existing national guidelines on when to take MARS-MRI in other
MoM THA patients.
Methods

Patients

The study cohort consisted of 137 patients treated with Artic-
ular Surface Replacement (ASR) XL THA (DePuy Orthopaedics,
Warsaw, IN) from a larger, prospective, multicenter study. Patients
were enrolled in the study after the recall of the ASR Hip System
by the manufacturer in 2010 with the aim of creating clinical
follow-up guidelines. Sixteen centers enrolled a total of 1721 pa-
tients (1950 hips) to be followed annually for 6 years. The protocol
for the study has been detailed in previous publications [10e12].
The current cohort consists of patients from the 3 sites that per-
formed MARS-MRI on all patients regardless of clinical presenta-
tion. Bilateral patients and patients with ASR hip resurfacing
arthroplasty were excluded for the present analysis. Patient-
reported outcome measures (PROMs), whole blood metal ion
levels for cobalt (Co) and chromium (Cr), anteroposterior and
lateral plain radiographs, and MARS-MRI were collected at a
postoperative office visit. MARS-MRIs were obtained at a mean of
6.2 (range, 3.4-10.4) years from index surgery. All informationwas
collected within 6 months of the clinical visit. Patient de-
mographics and clinical data are summarized in Table 1. Informed
consent was obtained from all patients, and the study was
approved by the institutional review board.
Table 1
Summary of Patient Demographics, Clinical, Blood Metal Ion, and Radiographic
Analysis Data.

Parameter Value

N 137
Male:female 72:65
Age at surgery (y)a 62 ± 11
Time to MARS-MRI (y)a 6.2 ± 1.6
Blood cobalt (ppb)b 3.1 (1.4-8.1)
Blood chromium (ppb)b 1.7 (0.9-3.7)
Serum Co/Cr ratiob 1.6 (1.2-2.4)
HHSb 89 (80-96)
VAS painb 1.0 (0.5-2.0)
VAS satisfactionb 1.5 (0.5-3.0)
EQ-5D weighted indexb 0.80 (0.69-1.00)
Any acetabular radiolucencyc 32.8
Any femoral radiolucencyc 31.1
Any acetabular osteolysisc 5.2
Any femoral osteolysisc 11.8

Co, cobalt; Cr, chromium; EQ-5D, EuroQol-5D; HHS, Harris Hip Score; MARS-MRI,
metal artifact reduction sequence magnetic resonance imaging; N, number of
hips; VAS, visual analog scale.

a Descriptive statistic is given as mean and standard deviation.
b Descriptive statistic is given as median and interquartile range.
c Descriptive statistic is given as percentage.
Radiological Assessment

MARS-MRI assessment was performed by one of the authors
with 4 years of experience reviewing MARS-MRI, who was trained
and validated by a musculoskeletal radiologist with more than 10
years of experience reviewing MARS-MRI. The MARS-MRI reviewer
was blinded to previous clinical results. Anderson classification,
which has the highest intraobserver and interobserver reliability of
the currently used systems, was used [13,14]. Based on this classi-
fication, a mild ALTR (C1) is defined as a periprosthetic soft tissue
mass with no hyperintense T2W fluid signal or a fluid-filled peri-
prosthetic cavity less than 5 cm in maximal diameter. A moderate
ALTR (C2) is a periprosthetic soft tissue mass or fluid-filled cavity
greater than 5 cm in diameter. C1 lesions with either (1) muscle
atrophy or edema in any muscle other than short external rotators
or (2) bone marrow edema hyperintense on short tau inversion
recovery sequences are also considered moderate ALTR (C2). Severe
ALTRs (C3) displayed any of the following features: fluid-filled
cavities extending through deep fascia, a tendon avulsion, inter-
mediate T1W soft tissue cortical or marrow signal, or fracture [14].

The plain anteroposterior radiographs were assessed for bony
changes at the acetabulum-implant interface using mDesk soft-
ware (RSA Biomedical, Umeå, Sweden) by 5 trained and validated
orthopedic surgeons with at least 5 years clinical experience. The
Charnley/DeLee zones [15] were used to define lesion location.
Radiolucency was defined as a lesion with a clear sclerotic border
less than 2 mm from the implant surface. Any lesion with a border
greater than 2 mm from the surface was categorized as osteolysis.
Inter-reader reliability was strong (Kappa coefficients >0.9).

Statistical Analysis

The primary outcome was ALTR presence. Anderson classifi-
cations of C2 and C3 severity were considered ALTR positive, and
C1 and nonexistent ALTR were considered ALTR negative. Uni-
variate tests were conducted to determine associations between
ALTR presence and all relevant demographic and clinical variables
including radiolucency, osteolysis, sex, age at surgery, MARS-MRI
time from surgery, femoral head size, blood metal ion levels, Co/Cr
ratio, and all PROMmeasures. For these tests, age, blood metal ion
levels, MARS-MRI time from surgery, Harris Hip Score, and
EuroQol-5D index were defined as continuous variables. Sex,
femoral head size (�52 mm and <52 mm for men and �48 mm
and <48 mm for women), clinically relevant visual analog scale
(VAS) pain scores (�2 and <2), VAS satisfaction ratings (�2 and
<2), and ALTR presence were categorized as binary groups. The
Mann-Whitney U test was used for continuous, non-normally
distributed variables. A Student's t test was used for continuous,
normally distributed variables. Chi-squared analysis was used for
categorical variables.

Based on our univariate results, multivariate logistic regression
analysis was performed taking into consideration age, blood Co
levels, MARS-MRI time from surgery, sex, femoral head size, and
clinically significant VAS pain while using ALTR presence as the
dependent variable. Blood Co levels, Cr levels, and Co/Cr ratio were
considered in separate binary logistic regressions to avoid collin-
earity in predictor variables. Variables that proved significant in the
multivariate model were included in the algorithm. A P value < .05
was considered significant.

Clinically useful cutoff values of all predictive variables were
determined for each sex using receiver-operating characteristic
(ROC) analysis with ALTR presence as the outcome variable. We
used continuous versions of predictive variables in ROC analysis to
determine the most sensitive and specific cutoff values possible for
our algorithm. The Youden index, which maximizes the balance of



Table 2
Summary of Existing National Guidelines for When to Take MARS-MRI in MoM THA
Patients.

Guideline Co (ppb) Cr (ppb) Symptoms

National MoM THA 1 [18] >7 >7 Any pain
National MoM THA 2 [17] �5 �5 Any pain

If any condition in the guideline is fulfilled, then MARS-MRI is indicated.
Co, cobalt; Cr, chromium; MoM, metal-on-metal; MARS-MRI, metal artifact reduc-
tion sequence magnetic resonance imaging; THA, total hip arthroplasty.
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sensitivity and specificity, was used to determine cutoff values [16].
We then crafted decision trees for predicting ALTR in ASR XL pa-
tients using all possible configurations of our ROC-generated cutoff
values. We considered the decision tree algorithm that achieved
the highest sensitivity in predicting ALTR in our ASR XL patients for
subsequent analyses.

ROC analysis with ALTR presence as the outcome variable was
performed using our novel algorithm as well as 2 existing national
guidelines for when MARS-MRI should be taken in MoM THA pa-
tients (Table 2) [17,18]. One national guideline had separate
guidelines for the ASR Hip System and for other large-head MoM
THA systems [17]. For this guideline, only the large-head MoM THA
version was used for ROC analysis, because the ASR-specific
guideline recommended MARS-MRI in all cases. The proposed al-
gorithm and the previously established guidelines were applied to
our data set and compared by using area under the curve, sensi-
tivity, and specificity. Statistical analyses were performed using
SPSS, version 24.0.

Results

Forty-four (32.1%) of all 137 ASR XL patients were ALTR positive
in our cohort. In the univariate analysis, clinically relevant VAS pain
(P¼ .040), blood Co levels (P¼ .003), and Co/Cr ratio (P¼ .010) were
significantly associated with being ALTR positive. Blood Cr,
radiographic radiolucency or osteolysis, and the other collected
PROMs were not significantly associated with ALTR presence in the
univariate analysis (Table 3). The multivariate analysis yielded
clinically relevant VAS pain (odds ratio [OR]¼ 2.221; P¼ .044), high
Table 3
Univariate Test Results and Descriptive Statistics for Demographic and Clinical
Variables in Relation to ALTR.

Variable ALTRþ ALTR� P Value

Male gendera 28 (64%) 44 (47%) .074
Large femoral head size (�52

mm for men, � 48 mm for
women)a

12 (27%) 27 (29%) .831

Age at surgery (y)b 63 ± 13 62 ± 10 .486
MRI time from surgery (y)b 6.3 ± 1.7 6.1 ± 1.6 .688
Co (ppb)c 4.1 (2.2-12.3) 2.3 (1.3-6.4) .009d

Cr (ppb)c 2.5 (1.1-4.2) 1.5 (0.9-3.5) .057
Co/Crc 1.7 (1.3-3.8) 1.4 (1.1-2.2) .036d

HHSc 86 (77-93) 90 (80-96) .085
EQ-5D indexc 0.80 (0.64-1.00) 0.80 (0.69-1.00) .613
VAS satisfaction (�2 and <2)a 22 (50%) 39 (42%) .375
VAS pain (�2 and <2)a 19 (43%) 22 (24%) .020d

Any acetabular radiolucencya 17 (39%) 27 (30%) .317
Any femoral radiolucencya 14 (34%) 23 (29.5%) .602
Any acetabular osteolysisa 1 (2%) 6 (7%) .283
Any femoral osteolysisa 7 (17%) 7 (9%) .193

ALTR, adverse local tissue reaction; Co, cobalt; Cr, chromium; EQ-5D, EuroQol-5D;
HHS, Harris Hip Score; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; VAS, visual analog scale.

a Descriptive statistic is given as number and percentage.
b Descriptive statistic is given as mean and standard deviation.
c Descriptive statistic is given as median and interquartile range.
d Denotes a statistically significant P value.
blood Co levels (OR ¼ 1.053; P ¼ .015), and male gender (OR ¼
2.371; P ¼ .028) as independent predictors of ALTR presence
(Table 4).

Based on ROC analysis, VAS pain cutoff values were determined
to be 1.0 for both males (46.4% sensitivity, 65.9% specificity) and
females (56.3% sensitivity, 71.4% specificity). Blood Co level cutoffs
were determined to be 2.40 ppb for men (75.0% sensitivity, 59.1%
specificity) and 4.00 ppb for women (68.8% sensitivity, 59.2%
specificity). The novel algorithm based on these cutoffs indicated
MARS-MRI for any patients having blood Co levels above their sex-
specific cutoff values, self-reported pain above 1.0 on a VAS scale, or
both (Fig. 1).

When applied to our patient cohort, our algorithm indicated a
total of 94 (68.6%) patients for MARS-MRI, successfully identifying
38 of 44 (86.4%) patients with ALTR. Of those with ALTR, 6 (13.6%)
had high pain only, 16 (36.4%) had high ions only, 16 (36.4%) had
both high pain and high ions, and 6 (13.6%) had neither high pain
nor high ions based on our algorithm's cutoffs. When compared
with the 2 existing national guidelines via ROC analysis (Fig. 2), our
algorithm was the only guideline better than chance alone at pre-
dicting ALTR in our cohort of ASR XL patients (P ¼ .014) (Table 5).
The proposed algorithm displayed the highest area under the curve,
at 0.631 (95% confidence interval, 0.535-0.726) of the 3 considered
guidelines. The Finnish Arthroplasty Association guideline showed
comparable sensitivity to our algorithm, but its predictive ability
did not reach statistical significance (P ¼ .084) in our cohort.
Similarly, the Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory
Agency guidelines achieved similar specificity to our algorithm but
did not achieve statistical significance either (P ¼ .216).
Discussion

Several national guidelines currently exist on when to take
MARS-MRIs in MoM THA patients. However, there is no clear
consensus on howMoM THA patients should be followed. The need
for an updated, evidence-based guideline has been emphasized in
recent literature [19]. In addition, implant-specific factors must be
considered especially in cases of recalled implants, such as the ASR
XL. Such guidelines are crucially important to screen high-risk
patients while not burdening patients and health-care providers
with costly MARS-MRIs when pathologic findings are unlikely. Our
analyses showed pain, elevated blood Co levels and male gender to
be predictive of ALTR presence in ASR XL patients.We constructed a
highly sensitive and specific algorithm for when to obtain MARS-
MRIs in ASR XL patients based on these prognostic variables.
When applied to our study cohort, our algorithm outperformed
existing national guidelines and was the only guideline capable of
significantly predicting ALTR.

Although pain plays a key role in clinical decision-making, there
is little statistical evidence in previous literature showing that pain
is associated with ALTR or metal ion levels. In fact, several studies
Table 4
Multivariate Test Results for Demographic and Clinical Variables in Relation to ALTR.

Variable P Value Odds Ratio 95% Confidence Interval

Male gender .034a 2.371 1.067-5.266
Age at surgery (y) .426 1.016 0.978-1.055
MRI time from surgery (y) .883 1.019 0.789-1.317
Large head size .488 0.733 0.304-1.765
VAS pain �2 .023a 2.529 1.136-5.628
Cobalt (ppb) .023a 1.050 1.007-1.094

ALTR, adverse local tissue reaction; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; VAS, visual
analog scale.

a Denotes a statistically significant P value.



Fig. 1. Proposed decision tree algorithm for when to take MARS-MRI in patients treated with ASR XL THA.
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have shown that ALTR prevalence in asymptomatic patients may
range from 5% to 68% [7,20e22]. Our results show that higher pain
is predictive of ALTR incidence. However, of patients in our cohort
with ALTR, 22 (50.0%) reported pain at or below 1 on a VAS, sup-
porting previous literature's findings that ALTR can still occur in
asymptomatic patients. Although 50.0% of our patients with ALTR
reported pain below our cutoff, inclusion of pain in our algorithm
clearly improved our model when taken into consideration with
blood Co levels. In addition, VAS pain is a simple measure that can
be performed at outpatient visits, which makes it a very useful
screening tool. Our results suggest that pain should be considered
Fig. 2. Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves demonstrating the diagnostic power
guidelines for when to take MARS-MRI.
when deciding whether to conduct soft tissue imaging on ASR XL
patients.

Previous literature has shown a connection between blood Co
and Cr levels and ALTR formation inMoMTHA [8,23e25]. There are,
however, several studies showing that metal ion levels are not
reliable predictors of ALTR [26,27]. One study consisting of patients
with modular neck stems and metal-on-polyethylene bearings
indicated Co/Cr ratio as a predictor of ALTR [28], but findings from a
study considering MoM THA showed no association between the
Co/Cr ratio and ALTR [29]. Only Co remained a significant predictor
of ALTR in our multivariate analysis, although in our univariate
(sensitivity and specificity) of our proposed algorithm compared to existing national



Table 5
ROC Curve AUC, Sensitivity, and Specificity of Existing Guidelines and the Proposed
Decision Tree Algorithm.

Guideline AUC (95% Confidence
Interval)

P Value Sensitivity Specificity

Proposed 0.631 (0.535-0.726) .014a 0.864 0.398
National MoM

THA 1 [18]
0.566 (0.465-0.666) .084 0.841 0.290

National MoM
THA 2 [17]

0.592 (0.487-0.696) .216 0.409 0.774

AUC, area under the curve; MoM, metal on metal; ROC, receiver-operating char-
acteristic; THA, total hip arthroplasty.

a Indicates a statistically significant P value.
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analysis both Co and Co/Cr ratio were significantly associated with
ALTR. Blood Cr levels were not associated with the presence of ALTR
in our cohort. Thus, blood Co levels were a necessary consideration
in our algorithm.

Our finding that male gender increases the likelihood of
developing moderate to severe ALTR conflicts with the findings
reported in some previous literature [30]. This is emphasized by the
difference between the sexes observed in our ROC analyses with Co
as a predictor of ALTR. The lower threshold for men (2.40 ppb) than
for women (4.00 ppb) suggests males may be more sensitive to
high Co levels than females. This finding, however, may be
confounded by higher early revision rates for females with ASR hip
implants [31,32]. This could mean that, compared with men, more
women with poorly performing ASR XL implants were revised
before our follow-up at a mean of 6.2 years after index surgery. In
addition, it should be noted that whole blood Co levels may not be
perfectly reflective of Co levels in the joint fluid. Previous studies
have shown only moderate correlation in Co levels between blood
and joint fluid. Previous studies did not investigate sex differences
in joint fluid Co levels [33,34].

Our proposed algorithm for when to take MARS-MRIs in ASR XL
patients considers VAS pain, blood Co levels, and sex. To be indi-
cated for MARS-MRI, the patient must have Co above their sex-
specific cutoff value, VAS pain greater than 1.0, or both. Patients
with Co below the sex-specific cutoffs and pain below 1.0 were
considered low risk for ALTR andwere not indicated for MARS-MRI.
Patients not indicated for MARS-MRI are still recommended for
annual blood metal ion testing and PROMs. Using our algorithm, 94
(68.6%) patients were indicated for MARS-MRI and we successfully
identified 38 of 44 (86.4%) patients with ALTR in our cohort.

A perfect diagnostic model would have 100% sensitivity and
100% specificity. However, in complicated real-world models, such
diagnostic accuracy is unrealistic. We aimed to maximize sensi-
tivity and specificity to capture as many patients with ALTR as
possible while also minimizing the number of MARS-MRIs given to
patients without ALTR. When applied to our ASR XL patient cohort
and compared with existing national guidelines for MoM THA
[17,18], our proposed algorithm was the only guideline with the
statistically significant ability to predict ALTR. One national
guideline has an additional clause recommending at least one
MARS-MRI on all ASR hip arthroplasty patients [17]. Compared
with this conservative approach, our model reduced the number of
MARS-MRIs required to diagnose a similar proportion of ALTRs in
our study cohort.

Eighteen patients (22.7% of ALTR positive, 8.6% of ALTR negative)
from the present study cohort have been revised since the time of
their MARS-MRI. The remaining patients are being followed up
closely and will provide valuable longitudinal data on ALTR change.
In the future, additional longitudinal studies should be conducted
to investigate how these ALTRs change over time and if these
changes are associated with changes in blood metal ion levels or
pain. We also found the Co/Cr ratio to be significant in the uni-
variate analysis. Therefore, additional research should be con-
ducted to clarify the role of Co/Cr in ALTR formation in MoM THA
patients. Finally, as we have used our cohort to test the external
validity of other MRI algorithms, future studies should seek to
validate the reliability of our algorithm in another cohort of MoM
THA patients.

Our study had some limitations. First, our cohort consisted of
unilateral ASR XL patients only. Generalization to other implant
types should be done with caution given the ASR XL's unique
design among MoM THA implants. This also complicates the
comparison of our results to other recommendations, which are
guidelines for all MoM THA devices. Furthermore, we developed
our algorithm and tested it on the same cohort of patients, and
thus, our algorithm has not been validated. Another limitation of
our study is that patients in our cohort were a mean of 6.2 (range,
3.3-10.4) years from the index surgery at the time of MARS-MRI.
This means that our study cohort consisted of only relatively
well-performing implants compared with the many ASR XL im-
plants that were revised the first few years after being implanted.
It is important to note that although revision rates for ALTR as high
as 39% have been published for the ASR XL [30], the majority of
ASR XL implants are still in situ worldwide. When considering a
recalled implant, such as the ASR XL, relevant guidelines must
follow the in situ population. Therefore, as more patients are
revised and the in situ population shrinks, analyses such as ours
must be revisited to maximize the efficiency and accuracy of the
follow-up guidelines. Similarly, national guidelines should be
revised annually based on the most current literature.

In conclusion, we determined that pain on a VAS, blood Co
levels, and male gender were predictive of ALTR in MARS-MRI of
ASR XL patients at midterm follow-up. We used these predictive
measures to craft a decision tree algorithm that could predict ALTR
and indicate MARS-MRI in our cohort of ASR XL MoM patients with
high sensitivity and moderate specificity.
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